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A: Try this: nslookup
192.168.2.2 There

should be 8 numbers
in the returned

results - that must
be the serial number
on the back of your

router. The folks
from the New York

Department of
Financial Services
sent out a press

release announcing
that they're giving

$1M in financial
grants to four New
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York start-ups. These
start-ups are

developing new and
unique ways to

manage customer
accounts, like new
ways to spend cash

at stores and various
games that users

can play at locations.
The four are:
SanchoPad

SanchoPad is a
mobile banking and
payments app that

allow users to spend
money at a debit
card from their

phone. Users will be
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able to use it to pay
for parking, home

goods, and
groceries. It can be
used in New York

City, Buffalo,
Rochester,

Binghamton,
Syracuse, and on

Long Island. Electric
Transporter Electric

Transporter is an
app that allows users

to get a ride with
their mobile device.
People have been

doing this for a
while, but they've
been relying on a
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phone call or an old-
fashioned elevator.
The app uses real-

time location data to
connect people to

vehicles. Currently,
users are only

available to New
York City, Buffalo,

Rochester,
Binghamton,

Syracuse and,
presumably, New

Jersey. iStore
Rewards iStore

Rewards is a mobile
game for iOS that

simulates a shopping
store. You place
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items in a grid and
get credit points to
spend at the store.

Since everyone likes
to shop at the same

store and it's
convenient, this is a
way to get people to

buy your apps,
games, and other
products. TapTrail

TapTrail is not a new
financial product, but

it has been going
through a

rebranding. It is a
mobile app that's

meant to help users
manage their
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money. It can be
used to scan a bar
code to add money
to your account, or
there is a mobile
app. This app will
allow users to use

your tapTrail account
to access your

balance, add money,
and adjust recurring

payments like
utilities and credit

cards. It is iOS only.
"Grant programs like

these, which are
intended to
encourage

innovation and new
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ideas, are a good
way to help New
York State and its

residents, especially
those who live in

underserved areas,
participate in the
digital economy,"

said Superintendent
Maria Vullo. "Their

success 1cdb36666d
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